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The dual role of rivers in facilitating or hindering
movements of the false heath fritillary butterfly
Henna Fabritius1*, Katja Rönkä1,2 and Otso Ovaskainen1
Abstract

Background: Species movement responses to landscape structures have been studied using a variety of methods,
but movement research is still in need of simple methods that help predicting and comparing movements across
structurally different landscapes. We demonstrate how habitat-specific movement models can be used to disentangle
causes of differentiated movement patterns in structurally different landscapes and to predict movement patterns in
altered and artificial landscapes. In our case study, we studied the role of riparian landscapes to the persistence of
the endangered false heath fritillary butterfly (Melitaea diamina) in its newly discovered coastal distribution region in
Finland. We compared the movement parameters of the riparian population to two reference populations by using
capture-recapture data and habitat-specific diffusion modelling, and analysed the role of the river and riverbank buffer
zones in facilitating or hindering false heath fritillary movement with movement simulations.
Results: The riparian population of the false heath fritillary did not show major differences to reference populations
in terms of movement parameters within breeding habitat, high-quality matrix and low-quality matrix. However,
movement simulations showed that the habitat-specific movement parameters estimated for the false heath fritillary
can lead into markedly different movement patterns in structurally different landscapes. An artificial riparian landscape
mimicking those of the coastal distribution resulted into more directional, longitudinal movements both parallel and
perpendicular to the river than a more mosaic-like landscape, but the existence of the river in the landscape reduced
movements across the river.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates how habitat-specific movement models enable comparisons of movement
patterns across structurally different real, altered and artificial landscapes. As such, they can be used to compare
movement parameters across populations, to study the effects of management interventions to endangered species
and to identify areas that have high sensitivity to individual movement. In our case study, the river is shown to perform
a dual role for the movements of the riparian false heath fritillary population. Whereas the river acts as a moderate
movement barrier for the false heath fritillary, the longitudinal configuration of riverbank habitats provides a means
especially for the male false heath fritillaries to move across the landscape.
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Background
Studies on species movement responses to landscape
structures increase our understanding on how habitat
fragmentation, human-generated landscape structures or
management interventions affect individual movement
[1], landscape connectivity or population viability. An
example of a landscape structure in which movements
have been studied by many researchers are riparian
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corridors, which provide habitats and migration pathways
across human-modified landscapes for a large group of
species and thus contribute to the conservation of terres-
trial wildlife [2-4]. Riverbank buffer zones, which have
historically been left astray because of susceptibility to
flooding [3], are nowadays often protected by or managed
according to environmental regulations [5,6]. Riverbanks
are also influenced by high levels of soil moisture [7]
and flood-based natural disturbance dynamics that can
maintain a continuum of successional habitats [8-11].
Thus they may provide a variety of habitats ranging from
riparian forest stripes [12] to wet open meadows [2].
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Species occurrence and movements in riverbank habi-
tats have been studied in several taxa, including moths
[13], spiders [14], forest birds [12,15] and mammalian
predators [16]. Among butterflies, many species inhabiting
moist open habitats have been found to occur or move
along riverbanks, like the Monarch butterflies [17], the
Clouded Apollo [18] and the St. Francis satyr butterfly
[19]. Study methods have included direct observations of
movement [12,16,20,21], capture-recapture methods [17],
spatiotemporal patterns in species sightings during migra-
tion periods [17], densities of species sightings at river-
banks versus other habitats [13,15,18] and population
genetic studies [14,19]. Other studies have shown that the
ability and willingness to cross rivers vary between species
and taxa [22-25] and that the hostility of the river to the
species has an effect on the likelihood of river crossings
[26-28]. Relocation and mobbing call experiments have
been used to study movements parallel and perpendicular
to rivers in birds [29-32], demonstrating differences in
species movement along rivers versus across them [33]
and indicating the dual role of rivers in the formation of
both movement barriers and functional movement corri-
dors [34-37] for many terrestrial species.

Experimental data on species movement responses to
tested landscape structures can be analysed by straightfor-
ward statistical analyses and can give reliable estimates on
the effects of such structures on species movement. In
contrast, making inferences on species’ movement in
alternative landscapes is often not possible, since either
the data lack the overall landscape context or the analysis
model does not estimate the overall decision-making logic
of the individuals studied. Movement researchers have
expressed a need for a larger variety of methods that
enable predicting species’ movement patterns in structur-
ally different landscapes based on observed data [32,36]
besides the existing potential methods and studies [36-39].

Habitat-specific movement models can be used to infer
species’ movement parameters indirectly from capture-
recapture data and habitat type maps of the study land-
scape [40-42]. In this study, we demonstrate how they can
be used to disentangle causes of differentiated movements
in structurally different landscapes and to predict move-
ments in altered and artificial landscapes. Habitat-specific
diffusion models have been successfully applied to non-
territorial species with a presumably relatively simple
movement logic, e.g. to some species of butterflies, the
movement of which can be approximated by random walk
at sufficiently large spatial scales [40-44]. Movement rate,
measured by the diffusion parameter, is often expected to
differ between at least three landscape types: breeding
habitat (BH), high-quality matrix (HQM) and a more
hostile low-quality matrix (LQM) [41,45,46]. Addition-
ally, butterflies typically show edge-mediated behaviour
[40,47-51], i.e. habitat selection at the edges between
any two habitat types, which behaviour can be imple-
mented in diffusion models by assuming that the probabil-
ity of the butterfly being on preferred side of the edge is k
times higher than the probability of it being in the other
side of the edge, where the parameter k measures relative
habitat preference [52].

The aim of our case study was to find out whether the
structural configuration of riparian landscapes could be
a key factor that explains the persistence of the endan-
gered false heath fritillary butterfly Melitaea diamina
(Lang, 1789) in its newly discovered coastal distribution
region in Finland. The false heath fritillary is a moist
meadow specialist that has, like many butterfly species,
suffered from agricultural modernization and drainage
of moist soils within the recent decades [53]. In Finland,
sightings of the false heath fritillary have been made lately
only in two distinctive regions of a narrow geographical
range (Figure 1). The inland population has been subjected
to various conservation measures, whereas the distribution
along the West Coast of Finland was only properly revealed
by a monitoring project in 2009–2012. It has remained
unclear what has provided the means of persistence for the
species at its newly discovered distribution.

We hypothesised that (H1) the coastal populations of
the false heath fritillary are similar to the inland popula-
tions of the species in terms of habitat-specific movement
parameters, but that (H2) the longitudinally structured
riparian landscapes of the coastal distribution result
into more directional, longitudinal movements than the
mosaic-like landscapes of the inland populations. We
assumed that the resulting connectivity across larger
spatial scales could decrease metapopulation suscepti-
bility to the effects of local climate variations, thus
enforcing metapopulation persistence in the riparian
landscapes [54,55]. To test the first part of our hypoth-
esis (H1), we compared the habitat-specific movement
parameters of the riparian coastal population to those of
two inland reference populations (Figure 1A-C, Table 1)
via posterior comparisons and by contrasting the riparian
capture-recapture data against data simulated for the
riparian landscape based on the reference movement
models. Having verified the overall similarity of move-
ment in the three populations, we tested the second
part of our hypothesis (H2) by creating a generalised
movement model for the false heath fritillary in Finland,
using it to simulate movements in the riparian landscape
and in altered and artificial landscapes and testing whether
riparian landscapes would result into more directional, lon-
gitudinal movements than more mosaic-like landscapes.

Results and discussion
Comparison of movement parameters across study areas
Posterior comparisons of the model parameters (Table 2,
Figure 2) did not show major differences in habitat-
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